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It is common exnerience tha.t most solar and stellar spectra seldom 

have the sharpneso and contrast that we see in snp.ctra of a su~ergiant 

like Canonus or of a etar like Pleione that is in its shell 'Dhase. The 

meacurement of a ,~o.velenl,·th of the line for purposes of a , .. eloci ty or 

the evaluation of a distortion in a, li:o(' profile needed to asse1'lS the 

contributor of the companion in a binary systen are typical aspects of 

intp.rest that have motivated several snectrosco~ic ~ro;rammns. In the 

solar case the dis,?ersions needed are so hic":;h that the spectral features 

recorded are diffuse and broad and he~ce call for s~ecial techniques 

of me:?,surerr.ent. It 11;; es'Oacially co with the t~lo di!!1'?nsional a.spect 

of information sou;rht for fron either hit:h dis:oersion solar F'Pectra or 

monochromatic picture~ of hib~: !;patial resolution. 

There have been many devicee of a e;eneral nature available in 

recent years that lif,'hten allPreciably the tas}: of thE" ~easurClr and the 

demands on hi~ skill. As a consequ.ence, there il' much imr'rovement in 

measurement accuracy, now available, and a ereater array of ,henornena 

accessible to quantitative a'Opraisal. The TO":lkins and Fred. de'Tice 

that has evolved into the cO'llme:rcially ava5.lable Grant machine, and 

the fast computer co~trolled rnicrophotometers !lave all ushered in an 

era of measurement applica~ions into routine use that make the utmost 

of the !!l'.ll tiplex 1'I.snect of astronomical photo;-raphy. There are of 

course s~ecial situations that call for modified an?ro~ches relevant 

to the specific task 011 hand. I propose to a:ive a brief account of how 

'\ole have, [;.t .. :cclaibl.nal and :Ban,n:alorc, tackled. these situa.tions by 

inexl,lEl!':.si va nhotof'ra:nhic r-rocedures that are simnle, verr::a tile and 

capable of much accuracy. 

:"'[ost of thp.se tec~'!1iclUe!': of mea.surer.:ent have depended on the 

an-plication of the Sabattier effect. The method of equidensities and 

the use of t!le Sabattier effect to generate them are detailed in the 

mono,'"ranh of loau a.nd Kruro: (1957;. T!'le first a~tro1)hyf3ical use seems 

to have been made 1)y Schroter (1950)when he derived cu~es of constant 

c1.cnsity to investi{,:,ate the !';izer.: of c~lro'Tloc'!')heric elements and their 
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random Dop,!)lershifts, a.s i!:.ferred fro':'! hig1, rezolution sola.r s'Oect!'a. 

The techniques of equide:lsitometry r,ained considerable stimulus from the 

demonstrations by IIoe:ner and Richter (1964a, 1966) of the re..n,~~e 0: 
versatility in a~plication. It is now standard procedure to u~e the 

Sabattier effect for photometry of the sola.r corona (Lochel and I1o.g'ner 

1965; Bappu and Bhatnagar 1969; B?.ppu, :ah!3.tt9.charyya a.nd Sivaraman 1973) 

or of comets (Richter and Rogner 1964b) and of gala.xies (Richter and 

Hogner 1964b; HodGe and Brownlee, 1966). 

There are numerous si t~tations in astror.omical sP€'ctro8co~y ",~ere 

the features to be measured are broad and diffu~e. In th~ ca~e of 

stellar spectra, the shallO\ ... nes~ of spectral linef: in Rome sta:>:'s, 1.,ake 

velocity measures dif~ictllt a.nd of' nou1:>tful accurac:,r. Fo~ hright stars, 

high contrast emulsions used to rp.cord the spectra. have a.ided a ["reat 

deal. struve's (1940) radial velocit:'l stl.v':,' of tbe important '3clipsinf.' 

binary system )AI, Scorpii with East~an ~rocees emulsio~ or our study 

(Ganesh and ]appu 1967) of the southern Wolf Rayet b~nary y2 Velo~ln 
with Ilford N-.1.0 urocess emulsion and Ilford Thi.n Film !talf-Tone plates 

are exa'llples of how necessary :i.t is to use emulsio'1. of higl:: co~trast in 

such profframmes where the snectral lines are broad and shallow. In 
2 subsequent studies made of CS' Velorum at Kavalur, we find that it il'l 

preferable to use even narrow spectra on hirrh contrast e~ulsion t~an 

well wid.ened spectra on the standard fast astronomical er.lulsions in 

common vogue. 

Similar arguments prevail in the case of solar spectra where the 

very high dispersion employed spreads out over the emulsion any line 

which ha~ the Doppler width consistent with the nhotospheric temnerature. 

But, since solar spectra involve measurement of snectral c~aracteristics 

of features on the solar surface that are of low contast, a.nd w)"lich are 

subject to seeing fluctuations, a compromise on exnosure time becomes 

very essential. One aims at obtaininr, exnogures of the order of one to 

two seconds at moments of good seeing on emulsions equivalent in r;rain 

size and contrast to the Eastman type IV or type III • 

. A long time ago EverRhed (1913) had developed the positive on 

negative method which by a process of vi~ual subtraction yields results 

of greater precision and with a convenience of measurement. unattained by 

the conventional micrometer method of line posi tic:']. mep.!;'u!'c!".ent. The 

method is simple and works effE'ctively even '''hen spectra of diApersio1". 
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ten times higher than that used by Evershed are e~ployed. On recent 

occasions when we h"l.d been enr,;aged in nroblems of the Evershed effect, 

much the same procedure (B)::)atnagar,1966) has been followed with a minor 

variation; we now project the spectrum on a positive enlarsement and 

obtain the 'grey' match visually or by photoelectric measurement of the 

minimum in the diffuse scattered light. 

The positive on negative method meets with difficulty when the line 

i~ a:;ym'netric, as it vlou:i.d be .:lwr' the 'f~.9.c:1 effects of 3vsrshecl. flow 

:-..ypor.>.r. It i;:; in si.tuc.tionr:: of t:'is kind t:nat equine:;.si tometry ca~ be 

used to fmCn advantace. The equidensi t;r contours can be chosen to have 

values that show up the phenomenon of asymmetry spatially on the solar 

surface feature. One thereby obtains the value of the displacement with 

res:oect to some sui tr.!.bly chosen origin as the sunspot umbra centre or 

the umbra-oenumbra interface. 

We encounter a similar uroblem in the measurement of radial 

velocities of lines in Wolf- Rayet spectra where the lines are very 

broad and sometimes aSJ~metric. Most spectroscopic orbits for binary 

sYRtems with Wolf-Hayet components are based on micrometer measures made 

visually or in recent times by means of the Grant machine. The HeII 

4686 emission line has very often an aSYI!1l!letric line orofile. 'fhe 

measurement of the centre of gravity of this emission feature poses 

mue:' o.ifficul ty. By the methods of equidensitometry one can easily 

locate the midpoint of a section of the emission line at a convenient 

density level and measure its location with respect to the comparison 

lines. Figure I is a Saba.ttiered version of a sTlectrum of the 

vlolf-Rayet star ED 191165. Thi s experience leads us to believe that the 

equidensitometry technique can also be used very effectively in the 

measurement of stellar magnetic fields and extended to objects that 

are not very sharp-lined. 

For some time now we have been havin~ a programme of the direct 

evaluation of chromospheric heights over active regions. When a sunspot 

that is very close to the limb is examined with a radial slit, the core 

of a strong line experiences a shift towards the limb. Such shifts, 

if carefully evalu~ted, are very effective in indicating the 

~roperties of a spot region at normal chromos~heric hei~ftts. The 

diffuse nature of the seeing-affected sunspot ima~e call for the use 

of techniques that kee~ errors to a minimum. We have adapted the 
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Figure 1. A Sabattiered version of the spectr~ of the Wolf-Rayet 
star HD 191765 for ~easurernent of velocity of ~eII 46e6. 
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equidensi tomet!';{ technique for thiz !,urpo!'le. B~r Sabattierinr-: the 

s,ectrum negative we obtain graded contours whose po~ition can be 

readily evaluated ar,ainst a fi~ucial line in the continuum like a wire 

shadow across the spectrlL'll. The wavelength denendence of the chrornospheric 

featuTe is easily measured by a conventional micrometer, for where we 

would originally have a wide diffuse feature to set on, the photogranhic 

aids we have resorted to, ~ive us a narrow line for measurement. 

Fip,ures 2 and 3 are exam~les of such contours that we have used. 

The Sabattier effect can also be used in annlications where the 

imaRe of the feature of interest is of very small dimensions. Two 

types of study, where we have a]~o nrofitably used the equidensitometric 

technique, are briefly described below. The first refers to iso!,hotes 

of the DI , D2 linp.s of sodium in comets. We have been interested for 

sometime in the behaviour of sodium emission in the cometary coma and 

tail. At t:ne time when Comet Kohoutek had just passed perihelion 

?8.ssage, we tried to study the distribution of intensity in the coma 

of the comet in the TIl and D2 lines se~arately. For tl:is experiment we 

had to obtedn a monochromatic picture of the coma in each of the two 

lines 07 sodium. \:Ie did this by openin,,,: up the slit of the spectrograph 

to a ,,,id th where the two DI f ]2 8li t imaf,'CA ",ould begin to overlap. The 

gratinr used had hi,::h dispersive :oot.,rer so that one could make the 

entrance slit as widp. as possible without losing the spectral resolution 

needed for the exneriment. We were able to obtain monochromatic 

:nictures that cover an area of .:1.0" x: 5" of the coma. The intensity 

gradients in the coma are steep. But by use of the Sabattier effect, 

we obtain t1:le equidensi ties sho'lm in Figure 4. 

Another use of equidensitometry that we have utilised to 

advantafie is in stellar photometry. Iris ciiaphrai,n !)hotometry from 

exposed photoeraphic plates of astronomical objects is one of the many 

areas actively pursued by astronomers. We find that a sin,:.!'le stage 

Sabattiered plate of a cluster or known star field, can in combination 

wi th e, measurinr machine for measurement of diameters yield map,ni tudes 

of accuracy compa,ra.ble to those obtained wi th an iris photometer. In 

Figure 5 we show a Sabattiered print of a portion of the central region 

of M67. In Firure 6 we note that the diameters of the star images 

measured correlate well over a large magnitude range with photoelectric 

ma[':!litudes of the cluster derived by Ege:en and Sandage (1964). The 

relationshin i~ linear over mo~t of the range plotted. Calibrated 
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Figure ;. A twice 8abattiered nrint of a K-line spectrof,Tam 
with radial slit through the snot umbra. 

Figure 4. Equidensi tometry of a "p:10tof~aph 0: tlH~ co;'na 0: Co:nr:"t 
Vohoute}, in TIl an:: D2 of Sodium. 
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Fi;:ure 5. A sir:.tle Sabattiered '(IJ:int 0:' :':67 tal:en vlit'n the l02cm 
Ritchey-Chretien reflector at Kavalur. 
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equidenFlitoT'!fltr~r can t:·:us be used for magnitude determinations also. 

* * * 
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DISCUSSION 

HOAG: Is there not a degradation of the astrometric properties of 

Sabattier prints ? 

BAPPU : We do not apply astrometric techniques to these prints. 
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